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02:02:

5707

06/24/2024

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

23131 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403084

Euclid Officers conducted a special attention of Sims park to check for people trespassing after hours. Officers located a car occupied by
two people. Both were both found to have warrants for their arrest. The warrants were confirmed however one of the entering agencies
would not pick up their warrant. One individual was arrested on their warrant and transferred to the S. Euclid police. The other individual
was released on scene.

06:07:

2203A

06/24/2024

ATTEMPTED BREAKING AND ENTERING-FORCE ENTRY-NONRESID

19365 EUCLID AV2403085

Police responded for a an attempted breaking and entering. Unknown males attempted to break into Sunoco while it was closed. They
were unsuccessful. They did cause damage to the property.

07:55:

7395C

06/24/2024

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

422 BABBITT RD2403086

Police responded to the area of 422 Babbitt Road regarding report of a male who allegedly made entry into a home without permission.
Located the male and met with the reporting party, who requested the male be placed on the trespass list.

12:42:

2303

06/24/2024

THEFT-SHOPLIFTING

22401 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403089

Police responded to report of a shoplifting incident, located at 22401 Lakeshore Blvd. Met with staff onsite who described a black male
wearing a blue shirt and black pants. Police located the male and recovered several items. Reporting party did not wish to pursue with
criminal charges.

13:29:

5478D

06/24/2024

DRIVING UNDER FRA SUSPENSION

26900 TUNGSTEN RD2403090

officers responded to a unwanted guest call. Upon contact with one of the parties. they were identified and confirmed to have a warrant.
The individual was transported. Report taken.

15:11:

2404A

06/24/2024

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24451 LAKE SHORE BLVD 816W2403091

An unknown person broke into a parked Kia Sorento and peeled its column in an attempt to steal it. The suspect was unsuccessful and
was unable to be located.

16:45:

2499

06/24/2024

STOLEN AUTO (FREE TEXT)

27901 MILLS AV L2403092

Complainant advising her vehicle was stolen without keys. No suspects or leads to follow-up on.

18:37:

7297

06/24/2024

NEIGHBOR TROUBLE (FREE TEXT)

20450 TRACY AV2403094

A male reported a threatening exchange with the former partner of his current girlfriend. There was no physical violence and no weapons
were shown. Interviews were conducted with the parties involved. No charges will be issued at this time.
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18:56:

2300

06/24/2024

THEFT

24891 ZEMAN AV2403097

Caller reported a Lyft driver stole her phone

19:15:

2393

06/24/2024

GRAND THEFT BY DECEPTION

21932 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403098

Grand Theft/ Receiving Stolen Property: On 06/24/2024, a business owner came to the Euclid Police Station in order to report that a
known subject (suspect) had received appliances from his business (victim), but had failed to pay for those appliances.  When the business
owner attempted to contact the suspect directly about this matter, the suspect would no longer accept the business owner's phone calls.

20:59:

2699

06/24/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

855 E 258 ST2403099

Female in the station with Power of Attorney paperwork for her brother. They had a truck picked up by a backyard mechanic to be
repaired. The mechanic has had the truck in his possession for quite some time but continually gives the owners excuses for the delays.
The vehicle title was left in the glove box of the truck. The complainant discovered that the mechanic was using the truck and had the
vehicle title transferred to the mechanics girlfriends name. The complainant believes that the mechanic and/or his girlfriend forged
information on the title so that they could take ownership of the truck.

00:34:

5707

06/25/2024

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

25701 N LAKELAND BLVD 1082403101

Two tenants of a medical building on North Lakeland Boulevard reported seeing an unknown male in the building after hours. Officers
found the male sleeping in a stairwell. He was escorted out of the building and cited for Criminal Trespassing.

03:40:

2404A

06/25/2024

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24414 GARDEN DR2403104

Officer responded to a dispatched call of suspicous persons located at the Morgan Park apartments. 4-5 juveniles were seen near parked
vehicles. Upon arrival Officers located one vehicle which had its window broken and steering column peeled.

05:37:

2995

06/25/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

311 E 255 ST2403105

Criminal Damaging: On 06/25/2024, an unknown suspect(s) committed criminal damaging by means of breaking the passenger window
of a parked and unoccupied motor vehicle.  The identity of the suspect(s) currently is unknown.

08:51:

2699

06/25/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403106

station house report / fraud report

08:35:

7189C

06/25/2024

PROPERTY DAMAGE

24350 GARDEN DR 14052403108

Officers responded to a residence for reports of property damage. Officers made contact with the reporting party and she stated that her
vehicle window had been broken out. Officers found two additional vehicles with damage. Photos were taken of the vehicles

09:23:

2995

06/25/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

250 E 244TH2403109

A group of juveniles used a rock to break the glass out on a vending machine. The supects then stole items from the machine and left the
scene. There was video footage recovered from the incident. Unknown suspects at this time.
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10:00:

5219

06/25/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

25200 GARDEN DR 1112403110

Station House

10:40:

6396

06/25/2024

ANIMAL AT LARGE

941 E 245 ST2403111

An unknown caller reported a large dog being left outside without any food, water, or shelter.

13:00:

2300

06/25/2024

THEFT

1200 BABBITT RD2403114

Station House

13:39:

2699

06/25/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

25250 TREADWELL AV2403115

Male reported that he believes his sister cashed two checks that were issued to him while he was incarcerated.

13:23:

7198A

06/25/2024

LOST PROPERTY - CELL PHONE

860 E 222 ST2403116

Female lost her cell phone and someone picked it up. Cell phone was not returned.

15:25:

5473

06/25/2024

DISPLAY LICENSE PLATES

E 200 ST CHEROKEE AVE2403117

Police made a traffic stop on a vehicle for a display of plates violation. During the traffic stop police found the vehicle occupied by a male
driver, who provided the police a false identity. Police conducted a drug investigation and located a trafficking amount of suspected
cocaine on the male. The male was found to have numerous warrants and was placed under arrest. The male was transported and handed
over to Lake County Sheriff’s Office for an active drug trafficking warrant.

15:44:

1398

06/25/2024

AGGRAV MENACING

545 E 222ND ST2403118

On June 25, 2024, Officers responded to the police station lobby for a report of potential domestic violence. A female advised her
ex-boyfriend has been threatening her over voicemail and phone calls. She believed these threats and wanted the incident documented and
press charges. A warrant request has been issued for the ex-boyfriend for Aggravated Menacing.

16:42:

7395

06/25/2024

DISTURBANCE

22199 ST CLAIR AV2403119

Police responded for an assault. The victim was on scene. The suspect was not located. The victim had to go to work and was provided
with a statement form to be completed at a later time.

16:34:

4098

06/25/2024

SOLICITING

25900 EUCLID AV 9352403120

Police took a report of a home health aid who was touched inappropriately by a client.

17:20:

6396

06/25/2024

ANIMAL AT LARGE

251 E 272 ST2403121

Police responded to report of a dog at large that was reported to be attacking others. Spoke with the reporting party as well as others
involved. Information taken on scene. Report was forwarded to the Euclid Animal Warden for follow-up as well as the Prosecutor's
Office.
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18:00:

2404

06/25/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

20141 CONCORDIA DR2403122

15:07:

2404

06/24/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

20141 CONCORDIA DR2403123

Police responded for a motorcycle that was stolen out of a driveway.

18:17:

2995

06/25/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

24451 LAKE SHORE BLVD 5052403125

Victim's vehicle was damaged while parked in the parking lot at harbor crest. No video or suspect information avaliable.

19:30:

2995

06/25/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

22951 NICHOLAS AV2403126

19:57:

2300

06/25/2024

THEFT

20331 PRIDAY AV2403128

Victim had credit cards stolen from her vehicle. While it was parked in the driveway of 20331 Priday. The cards were cancelled prior to
any money being lost by the victim.

06:08:

2404

06/26/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403133

Officers responded to Vista Apartments for reports of a stolen vehicle. Officers met with a male who said his vehicle was gone from the
parking spot he parked in the night prior. Officers observed broken glass in the parking spot where the male said his vehicle was. 

6/26/24:  Vehicle located by Cleveland Police Department at 68th and Huff unoccuped. CPD to tow vehicle. CVD to clear from LEADS.
EPD/Tina

06:32:

2404A

06/26/2024

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403134

Officers were in the Vista Apartment parking lot and were directed to two vehicles that were attempted stolen. No suspects at this time.
Officers located the owner of one of the vehicles. Officers were able to view video showing 4 unidentifiable males walking throught the
parking lot early in the morning.

09:15:

2699

06/26/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

21970 BALL AV2403136

Police responded to 545 E.222nd Street (Euclid Police Department) in reference to a report of fraud that occured sometime around
04-01-21.

10:58:

5309

06/26/2024

TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARASSMENT

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD 19542403139

Officers met with a female at an apartment complex. She reports an unknown male has continually been contacting her and harrassing her.
officers received screen captures of the messages.

12:42:

2404A

06/26/2024

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24455 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403143

Officers met with a female outside her apartment building in the parking lot. The female's car had been broken into and attempted to be
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stolen. Officers took pictures and attempted to locate video footage of the vehicle.

12:39:

2997

06/26/2024

VANDALISM

1804 GLENRIDGE RD2403144

Complaint of damage to property to property.

13:00:

2699

06/26/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

23801 GREENWOOD RD2403145

Station House

12:46:

5309B

06/26/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

690 WALNUT DR2403146

Female reporting a photo of her and a video she recorded was posted on Twitter by her ex-boyfriend.

16:58:

2404A

06/26/2024

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24101 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403148

Officers located a vehicle with with the back drivers side window broken. The vehicle was attempted stolen. No suspects were located.
The owner could not be located.

17:38:

7398

06/26/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

19300 RENWOOD AV2403149

Euclid Police responded to a reported burglary in progress. The complainant alleged that three men forcibly entered her residence and
ejected her onto the front lawn. Upon arrival, officers conducted a comprehensive security sweep of the premises and found no evidence
of unauthorized entry or individuals matching the description provided by the complainant within the residence.

19:08:

2300

06/26/2024

THEFT

24451 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403150

station house report / package delivered to different address

20:16:

5707

06/26/2024

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

22299 EUCLID AV2403151

Police responded to a store for a report of a male who has been trespassed. The male was found to have a warrant with our city and was
later transported to CCSO without incident.

20:24:

2300

06/26/2024

THEFT

22401 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403152

Police responded to a business in regards to a female who stole several items. Upon arriving on scene police locate the female in question.
The female fled on foot from the police but was soon apprehended and placed under arrest. Police located the stolen items on her persons
and returned them back to the business. Police also located drug paraphernalia in the female's shopping bag. The female was transported
to the Cuyahoga County Sheriff's Office. A copy of this report was forwarded to the Narcotics Detectives.

20:59:

2300

06/26/2024

THEFT

24455 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403153

station house report / left iphone inside a vehicle that left the area

20:54:

5219

06/26/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

285 E 194 ST2403154
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23:01:

1397

06/26/2024

MENACING

20531 CRYSTAL AV 22403155

On June 27, 2024, Officers responded to the 20500 block of Crystal Ave. for a domestic violence call for service. The female victim
advised her adult niece, who lives at the residence, stabbed her with something on a key chain. The victim did not wish to press charges
and the suspect had fled the scene before officers arrived. This report is being completed for documentation purposes.

03:22:

5203

06/27/2024

HAVING WEAPON UNDER DISABILITY

CENTURY CORNERS PKWY EUCLID2403158

Police made a traffic stop on a vehicle leading to an arrest. A weapon was found under the passenger front seat. The male driver admitted
the weapon found was his.

06:41:

2604B

06/27/2024

TAKING IDENTITY OF ANOTHER

383 HALLE DR2403159

station house - someone ordered a phone from AT&T in her name.

13:16:

2300

06/27/2024

THEFT

23361 RICHARDS AV2403160

station house - ordered a scooter from amazon who stated delivered, but he never received it.

13:31:

2995

06/27/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

22544 IVAN AV UP2403161

Euclid Police received a report detailing a dispute between two neighbors. The complainant alleged that his neighbor's boyfriend had
threatened him and his wife with serious bodily harm and had also caused damage to his door jamb and trim. Subsequently, the suspect
departed the scene in a dark gray pickup truck. The complainant, expressing concern, intends to press charges against the suspect for
aggravated menacing and criminal damaging offenses. 

15:53:

2999

06/27/2024

DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

22709 LAKE SHORE BLVD 450C2403162

17:55:

2699

06/27/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

2007 SAGAMORE DR2403163

19:23:

2995

06/27/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

23951 LAKE SHORE BLVD 7032403164

Male advised that his child's mother showed up at his apartment and made verbal threats to damage his girlfriends vehicle and then
damaged it before leaving.

00:44:

7398

06/28/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

1830 GLENRIDGE RD2403166

Suspicious Activity - Police responded to a home for a report of suspicious activity. Upon arrival, Police made contact with reporting
party who stated he saw four males enter and exit a residence that was vacant and on the market to be sold. Police cleared the home and
found no one inside.  Police entered the residence through an open front door. After clearing the inside of the home, Police observed a
damaged door knob to the side door of the home.  No suspect information at this time.
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09:24:

2499

06/28/2024

STOLEN AUTO (FREE TEXT)

24631 GLENFOREST RD2403168

Police responded after the caller returned from Texas and discovered her vehicle missing.

11:00:

2300

06/28/2024

THEFT

441 KENWOOD DR 22403172

Station House

11:51:

2300B

06/28/2024

GRAND THEFT

260 E 244 ST 1012403174

Police responded after the caller discovered her Chevy Blazer missing from her garage.

18:10:

2995

06/28/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

1496 E 196 ST2403179

Officer responded to 1496 E. 196th for a truck driving on a female's yard and leaving debris. Truck was gone on arrival. Officer unable to
make contact with truck owner.

19:06:

5707

06/28/2024

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

1830 GLENRIDGE RD2403180

Unknown caller reported 4-6 juveniles enter a vacant home at 1830 Glenridge. Caller stated the home has been vacant and caller believes
they should not be there. Police arrested 6 juveniles for trespassing. All juveniles were turned over to responsible adults. Juvenile fact
sheets were completed and forwarded to the juvenile detective bureau.

22:00:

7395

06/28/2024

DISTURBANCE

620 E 266 ST2403182

Disturbance:  On 06/28/2024, Euclid police officers responded to a residential neighborhood after two reporting parties (neighbors) both
requested police assistance.  One reporting party advised Chagrin Valley Dispatch that her neighbor brandished a firearm in her children's
presence.  The second involved reporting party (who was reported to have brandished the firearm) also called Chagrin Valley Dispatch to
report the juveniles near his house and denied owning a gun.  Euclid police officers arrived on scene and spoke with all persons involved
who were still present.  A police report was completed and forwarded to the City of Euclid Prosecutor's Office for further review.   

04:47:

5430

06/29/2024

DISABLED MOTOR VEHICLE

0 E 260 ST2403184

Officer on routine patrol observed an abandoned, un-occupied vehicle parked on E 260th St. Attempts to locate the owner/driver were
made with negative results. Vehicle was removed by tow for motorist safety.

07:33:

2404A

06/29/2024

ATTEMPTED GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

278 E 244 ST 62403185

An unknown person smashed inward a rear window of a locked Dodge Charger and attempted to steal it.

10:12:

2404

06/29/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

25370 ZEMAN AV2403187

A resident reported he left his Honda Pilot idling in the street while he was standing on his front treelawn. During that time an unknown
juvenile was walknig by, got into it, and drove away. The Honda Pilot (OH-JHM7845) was entered as stolen.

10:45:

2604B

06/29/2024

TAKING IDENTITY OF ANOTHER

545 E 222 ST2403188
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13:01:

2699

06/29/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

24380 GARDEN DR 11112403191

13:22:

1398

06/29/2024

AGGRAV MENACING

27061 SIDNEY DR 582403192

Female reported that she went to her ex-boyfriend's apartment and a physical altercation took place. Female stated that the male punched
her and pulled her hair. Female refused medical attention and had no visible injuries. The male stated that the female came over to his
apartment and assaulted him. Male stated that the female punched him in the face and pushed him. Male had a small red mark on his left
collarbone area. Male refused medical attention.

14:20:

5707

06/29/2024

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

1491 E 191 ST2403193

Police responded for multiple males arguing with security.

15:07:

2384

06/29/2024

THEFT-LICENSE PLATE

820 E 237 ST2403194

Male reported the rear license plate to his vehicle missing.

15:06:

2404

06/29/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

22818 LAKE SHORE BLVD2403195

A male reported he left his vehicle idling in the parking lot of 22818 Lakeshore Boulevard and that an unknown male got into and drove
off.

16:30:

5405D

06/29/2024

RECKLESS OP - WITHOUT DUE REGARD

25911 N LAKELAND BLVD2403196

Police attempted to make a traffic stop on a stolen Chevrolet Silverado (OH-JWX 2625), however the truck fled from police. During the
traffic stop the Chevrolet intentionally rammed an occupied police cruiser and continued to flee. Police pursued the Chevrolet, until it
crashed in Cleveland. 4 juvenile males fled from the stolen Chevrolet and were apprehended a short time after. Two loaded handguns
were recovered during the incident, one being reported stolen. The juveniles were placed under arrest, were transported to the Euclid
Police Department, and were handed over to the Cuyahoga County Juvenile Detention Center. 

18:28:

2996

06/29/2024

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

631 E 261 ST2403197

A resident called to complain about his neighbor's teenaged children setting fireworks off near, and on, his property. Police spoke with an
adult resident at the neighboring house, the male refused to cooperate with the investigation. The teens' identity has not yet been
established.

20:47:

2203

06/29/2024

BREAKING AND ENTERING-FORCED ENTRY-NONRESID

1830 GLENRIDGE RD2403198

Officers responded to a suspicious activity call at a vacant residence. The vacant house window was open. Officers made entry and
observed no individuals inside. Subjects did enter the home prior to police arrival.

22:49:

1397

06/29/2024

MENACING

24000 DEVOE AV2403199

Officers responded to 24000 Devoe for a male reporting fireworks being set off by juveniles. The male then reported an adult from the
juveniles residence made threats towards him.
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05:55:

2995

06/30/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

1501 E 191 ST2403202

Officers responded to an apartment complex for a criminal damage report involving a vehicle's window being broken out and damage to
the vehicle's steering column. A copy of this report was forwarded to the detective bureau for follow-up.  

07:35:

6394C

06/30/2024

ANIMAL CARE REQUIREMENTS

27151 SIDNEY DR2403203

Concerned citizen called in an abandoned dog locked in a cage on the front lawn of an apartment complex. The dog was located and taken
into custody. Neighbors advised that the dog's owner resided at a nearby apartment, however, no one answered the door. The dog was
transported to the animal shelter.

10:03:

6396

06/30/2024

ANIMAL AT LARGE

783 E 266 ST2403205

Officers responded to a report of a resident that had her dog attacked by a neighbors dog that broke off a leash in the front yard. The dogs
were seperated and neither dog sustained any significant injury. Report forwarded to the Animal Warden.

10:44:

1397

06/30/2024

MENACING

264 E 193 ST2403206

Police responded to 264 E. 193rd Street regarding report of receiving threatening calls from an unknown male. Caller advised that they
receive calls from an unknown male from a blocked phone number, but wanted to document the activity. Information taken on scene for
report.

11:19:

2381

06/30/2024

THEFT-CREDIT CARDS

80 E 213 ST2403207

Female reported an unknown person entered her vehicle and took her wallet with credit cards.

14:07:

7395

06/30/2024

DISTURBANCE

19170 PASNOW AV2403209

Police responded to report of an assault that allegedly occurred. Euclid Fire transported a male to Euclid General Hospital. Information
taken on scene for report.

15:36:

2300

06/30/2024

THEFT

22299 EUCLID AV2403211

17:22:

2404

06/30/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

18600 PASNOW AV2403214

Police responded to report of a stolen vehicle. Police responded and learned that a vehicle was taken without keys. The vehicle was
entered into LEADS as stolen. Information was taken on scene for report.

20:31:

5219

06/30/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

115 EASTBROOK DR2403215

A resident reported that he confronted a driver who was blocking his driveway. The pair then argued and exchanged threats. The male in
the vehicle left before officers arrived.
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21:04:

5707

06/30/2024

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

22299 EUCLID AV2403216

Officers responded to a business for a individual that was trespassed from the property. The individual then was cited and left the
property. Additonal citation issued for littering when subject tore up his trespassing citation and threw it on the ground.

22:24:

7395

06/30/2024

DISTURBANCE

545 E 222 ST2403217

Parties entered the police lobby and began arguing over one female meeting her childs fathers new girlfriend. Parties were separated and
advised to seek custody agreements for their child. No physical altercation took place.

23:48:

5210M

06/30/2024

CONCEAL CARRY-CARRY WEAPON IMPROPERLY IN VEHICLE

EUCLID AV CHARDON RD2403218

Officer conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle who's registered owner had multiple warrants for their arrest. When Officers removed the
male from his vehicle, he attempted to access a firearm. He was restrained and secured. His firearm and a bag of pills were confiscated as
evidence. The male is currently being held in Cuyahoga County Jail.

Total Records: 87
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